AGENDA:

1. Welcome/Introductions of Administration
   a. Minutes are available on InfoMart; if you have any corrections, please email them to Barb Griggs @ bjgriggs@oaklandcc.edu

2. Announcements/Updates
   a. Release of the College Brain Trust (CBT) Reports Cynthia Roman
   b. Recycling Update Kurt Stanley, Mike Schmidt
   c. TLTC HL Coverage Cynthia Roman
   d. Bookstore Rental Update Lisa Moore

3. Community Relations
   a. Former Patient Visits Highland Hall Ken Reynolds
   b. Chamber Updates Tim Walter
   c. Oaxaca Visit Cynthia Roman
   d. OCC Foundation Cynthia Roman

4. Facilities
   a. Broadcasting / Hall Monitors Update Roger Steele

5. Department Presentation
   a. Student Life Keith Pawlovich

6. Concerns/Suggestions
   a. Update: Student Center/Food on Campus Ken Reynolds
   b. Community Suggestions Open Comments